
Celebrating elna’s 80 years
Elna celebrates 80 years of quality and innovation in support of creativity. We invite you to celebrate with us  
with a special anniversary edition of our beloved models, the eXcellence 680+ and eXcellence 580+. They include 
an exclusive bonus package of presser feet dedicated to specialized sewing functions. 

Find out the details on the back of this flyer and start creating your unique individual pieces!

Special anniversary
   editions

Your free gift

We will offer you an exclusive 
accessory package with your 
new eXcellence 580+ or 
eXcellence 680+  
special anniversary edition



Crafted with love
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eXcellence 580+ eXcellence 680+

Number of stitches, including alphabet 120 stitches 170 stitches

Maximum stitch width 7 mm 9 mm

Built-in needle threader Superior System yes yes

Automatic and programmable thread cutter yes yes

LCD screen and touch panel yes yes

2 one-step conversion needle plates no yes

Adjustable knee lifter no yes

Adjustable sewing speed up to 820 stitches/min. 1000 stitches/min.

Elna-exclusive built-in accessory storage yes yes

Extra-large extension table included yes yes

eXcellence 580+ & 680+
A pool of skills for maximum efficiency
Suitable for both the advanced hobby sewist and the beginner, these two 
models in our eXcellence range of computerized sewing machines provide 
large sewing space and extensive functions, while ensuring simple operation 
and highest sewing efficiency. 

You’ll enjoy every moment spent sewing!

Find out which model best suits your needs

Our eXcellence 580+ and 680+ offer great comfort coupled with impressive 
stability. Depending on the model, you can choose between a different  
number of patterns and stitch width. 

You can compare each model’s key features at a glance:

For the pleasure of sewing

The stylish design of the elna eXcellence 580+ 
and 680+ and their vibrant metallic finish are an 
invitation to discover their many functions and 
explore your creative potential.

Thank you for 80 years of loyalty!
With the special anniversary edition of the elna eXcellence 580+ and 680+, we 
offer you an additional free accessory package including four and five presser feet 
respectively. They will help you carry out some specific sewing functions in a neat, 
easy and quick way. Just enjoy the pleasure of sewing and creating!

On our website you will find the explanations, along with creative ideas and tutorials.

Ultra-glide  
    no-stick foot

             Open-toe 
embroidery foot

         Concealed  
     zipper foot

Gathering foot

Bias binder foot

Piping foot

Special anniversary editions 
Accessories included in the package of:
1) eXcellence 580+ and 680+
2) eXcellence 580+
3) eXcellence 680+
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